
  

 
 

Public Sector Investment Strategy 
Conference 

09.00 – 09.20 REFRESHMENTS & REGISTRATION

09.20 – 09.25 Programme Introduction (CIPFA)

 A short welcome and summary of the sessions along with an outline of who will be speaking.

09.25 – 09.35 Political Landscape (Key Note Speaker)

 A broad overview of the changes in the political landscape in recent years which has led to the 

current situation in which Local Authorities are seeking to ensure they become less reliant on 

government funding and move towards self-sufficiency. Challenges and opportunities in macro 

terms and some insights into where Government policy on this subject is heading. 

09.35 – 10.05 Economic Landscape (Savills)

 An overview of how world, national, regional and local level economic factors affect our lives and 

influence the decisions Government and Local Authority make both broadly and in relation to 

investment. With a focus on the last few years to bring context to the current situation, this 

session will hopefully include some predictions for the next 12 – 18 months! 

10.05 – 10.35 REFRESHMENTS & NETWORKING

10.35 – 11.15 CIPFA Prudential Code and Treasury Management Code Implications (CIPFA)

 The new Treasury Management and Prudential Codes were reviewed and updated in 2017 to 

ensure that they reflect the very different public sector landscape users now face - one of 

austerity and uncertainty but also one of reinvention and local decision making. Local 

Authorities need to understand the cumulative effect of the code changes to be able to manage 

and monitor this risks and opportunities being faced. This session will give an update on the key 

issues included in the updated Codes, focus on the key changes and demonstrate how 

commercialisation has been addressed in both publications.  

11.15 – 11.55 Investment/Asset Management Strategy (UBS)

 A guide to the general principles and considerations behind a corporate organisations 

investment strategy. This session considers what makes a good investment strategy and the 

options that might be available to a Local Authority seeking to invest in property as a means of 

furthering their organisational objectives. 

11.55 – 12.40 LUNCH 

presents

 Morning Programme 
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12.40 - 13.20 Investment Markets (Savills)

 This session focuses on the various types of Property Investments a Local Authority may wish to 

consider. It looks at what makes each type of market unique and why some might be more 

attractive than others to an authority looking to invest. In addition it will look at some of the key 

factors in making a decision to invest and some of the common mistakes, barriers and frictions – 

as well as suggested best practice! 

13.20 – 14.00 Financial Considerations (Grant Thornton)

 This session will review the principle financial considerations to be taken when looking at Best 

Practise Investment Strategy. It will link to the main roles of a finance officer and how they can 

use investment opportunities to further the financial aims of the organisation whilst remaining 

within the governance and regulatory framework. With an eye to what might be picked up during 

3rd party audit, this session will provide clear guidance, reasoning and insight into why financiers 

should not only be engaged in the Property Investment Strategy, but a main stakeholder in the 

evolution and delivery of it. 

14.00 – 14.20 REFRESHMENTS & NETWORKING

14.20 – 15.00 Legal Considerations (CMS)

 A brief insight into the legal issues presented when investing in property. This will cover due 

diligence and possible pitfalls, contractual considerations, practical issues of a legal nature which 

impact on the purchase process as well as an overview of the advantages and disadvantages of a 

variety of legal frameworks which can be adopted for property investment.  

15.00 – 15.40 Case Study (Local Authority Insights)

 The last session of the day will provide grass root experience and subjective analysis from the 

‘coal face’ of local authority investment strategy. Through the use of explicit examples it will look 

at learning points, do’s and dont’s and best practise. These will be explored and explained by 

representatives of the local authority for the benefit of those looking to learn from the experience 

of others. 

15.40 – 16.00 Closing Address (CIPFA) 

presents

 Afternoon Programme 


